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LRR FOCUS: The Fight to End the ESOP Rip-Off 
at Cone Mills 
If you own a pair of Levi's jeans, chances are you are wearing 
denim made by members of the Amalgamated Clothing and Textile 
Workers Union. ACTWU represents 2,400 employees of Cone 
Mills, the world's largest producer of denim. For 90 years, Cone 
was a typical conservative Southern textile manufacturer, but all 
of that changed when the company became the target of a hostile 
takeover. 
In the fall of 1983, Western Pacific Industries launched a hostile 
bid for Cone Mills. The company fought back and eventually won 
the battle, going private in a $465 million leveraged buyout. As 
part of this transaction Cone terminated its pension plans, recover-
ing $69 million in excess assets. Cone used this money to pay down 
the enormous LBO-related debt and created a ESOP with the 
workers as minority owners. 
By 1989, workers at Cone had figured out that the only way 
they would get any benefit from their ESOP is if they retired or 
quit. The company had already taken away the profit-sharing 
component of the ESOP and recently disclosed that the stock 
owned by management had gone up over 500% while the ESOP 
stock's value remained the same. Cone employees felt cheated by 
this and decided to undertake a campaign to reform their ESOP. 
During the first year of the campaign, the union held meetings 
to discuss the ESOP. Different leaflets were distributed each month 
providing information about the stock plan. ESOPs are com-
plicated; it was only by breaking down information about Cone's 
ESOP into distinct pieces that the Union was able to educate 
everyone about the plan's shortcomings and management's broken 
promises. By repeating our messages often we were able to make 
our interpretation of the plan, and management's role in it, stick. 
Within a very short period we began a series of activities to 
involve Cone employees on the issue. Over 2,000 workers signed 
a mass grievance against the company for violating.its ESOP 
promises. Hundreds of these workers attended grievance meetings. 
They also wrote letters to the company's directors as well as its 
bankers demanding changes to the plan. They leafletted employees 
at the company's nonunion plants and held a number of demon-
strations in front of Cone's corporate headquarters. ACTWU built 
a great deal of worker and community support during this period 
and drew more people into the union. 
\ 
After two years of fighting management, the Cone employees 
finally claimed victory in June 1992. In April, the company had 
announced that its intentions to sell stock to the public for the 
first time since 1984; management clearly needed to resolve the 
ESOP quagmire. Cone workers took on a variety of activities to 
press the issue, including traveling from North Carolina to New 
York City to confront the company's stock underwriters Pruden-
tial Securities and J.P. Morgan, and holding a one day unfair labor 
practice strike. 
By this point Cone management had no doubt about the stay-
ing power of this issue among the company's employees. The com-
pany made major concessions including discounted prices on stock 
for workers; a "going public" bonus dividend; and an agreement 
to negotiate the transfer of a portion of each employees' ESOP 
account into the new stock plan where employees could gain 
access to their own money if they decided to do so. 
The Cone Mills campaign represents a rare instance in which 
workers, even though they were minority owners, were able to 
force management to alter the stock ownership structure of a com-
pany. As Margo Harris, a Cone worker, told J.P. Morgan executives, 
"You took away our pension money and used it to make yourselves 
rich—and now we want our fair share." 
The keys to this success were the persistence of the workers, 
the educational effort undertaken by the Union, and the on-going 
program of activities that involved many people. 
